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Fig. 1: The New-Zealand gparpg¡,lhrysophrys cturafus (Forster, 1s01). Top: O-year juvenile about 3 months old, about
4 cm long.. Middle: Small adult 6-1O-.yeârs ôld, about 3o cm toirg. sãttoml Laige aáult over 25 years old, aboui 75 cmlong. Each drawing has been generaliSed from'several specìmens", u"a tn" trrré"-á;;;ï.-.;f.;;'tlã common scale.
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INTRODUCTION

The snapper, Chrysophrys aurqtus (Forster, 1801)'

is one of New Zealand's most common and important
marine fishes (Fig. 1)' It supports a valuable com'
mercial fishery in the north of the North Island (Paul

1974, in press) and ranks high as a light-tackle game

fish throughout its range. It has usually taken first
place in the commercial fin fish landings for both
weight landed and total value. During the period
1,945-:11 it contributed about 30% by weight and 25Vo

by value to the total marine frsh catch.

At least half of the New Zealand snapper catch is
landed into the port of Auckland, and most of it is

taken from the Hauraki Gulf fishing grounds. Boats
from Thames, Coromandel, and Whangarei land small
quantities. The annual catch from these grounds has

steadily increased since 1953, and because of the
fishery's importance there is an obvious need for
information on the biology of snapper to ensure a
continuing rational exploitation of the stock. Studies
on the available catch and effort data for this fishery
are presented elsewhere (Paul 7974, in press).

The work of Cassie (1956c) and Longhurst (1958)
on age and growth rested on the assumption that
scale growth rings (annuli) were formed annually.

The present study sought to confirm this and thereby
establish a reliable ageing technique which could be
used to determine seasonal, annual, and regional vari-
ations in growth rate and age composition and to
cletect fluctuations in year class strength of Hauraki
Gulf snapper.

Snapper occupy a variety of habitats, and some are
known to move considerable distances. Early in this
study it became apparent that the frsh regarded as

"Gulf snapper" showed a range of growth rates, and
that the length-frequency distributions of Gulf snap-
per "populations" showed variation with both space
(difierent habitats) and time (different years). Con'
sequently the study was directed towards exploring
this variability, with the objective of establishìng both
a generalised relationship between age, size, and
weight in snapper and some indic¿tion of the nature
and extent of such regional and temporal variations.

ln the face of such variability, and with the inherent
problems in sampling fish populations from trawl
catches, certain assumptions on which to base the
analyses of growth rate and age structure had to be
retained or made. These are stated in the appropriate
sections of the text.
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PREVIOUS WORK

f'here are nttmerous minor references to snapper in
books, ships' journals, and papers fuom 1769 (Captain

James Cook's visit) onwards. Few are relevant to this

bulletin, being check lists or contailing only brief
notes on description, distribution, and feeding habits.

Graham (1953) gave the first general account of the

snapper's life historY.

The more significant papers relating to the Hauraki
Gulf snapper and its fishery are those of Hefford
(1929), Cassie (1955-60), Longhurst (1958), Paul
(1967, 1968a), and Godfriaux ( 1969).

Hefford (1929) summarised the development of the

fishery and gave some preliminary observations on
the snapper's biology-spawning grounds, nursery
areas, and the size distribution of adult fish. At about
the same timo Marine Department staff investigated
the spawning and feeding habits of snapper. Between
1925 and 1934 M. W. Young and C. Daniel observed

the distribution of snapper eggs in the Hauraki Gulf
and their fertilisation, hatching, and early larval
development. Most of their records have unfortunately
been lost, but brief accounts survive in the annual
Report on Fisheries for that period (New Zealand
Marine Department 1929, 1931, 1932), in Hefford
(1929), and in a later paper on snapper spawning
(Cassie 1956b). Feeding studies were mentioned in
the annual Report on F'ísheries lor 1927 28 and
1928-29, and the complete data for 1927-31are sum-
marised by Powell (1937).

From 1948 onwards the Marine Department's
research trawler lkatere was tlsed to collect data on
srlapper in the Hauraki Gulf. Cassie (1955) analysed
the escape of small snapper through variotts sizes of
trawl mesh and used many of the snapper obtained
ciuring these experiments for his studies of spawning,
development of the eggs and early larvae, age and
glowth, and length-woight relationship (Cassie 7956a,
1956b, t956c, 1957b).

Age and growth studies were continued by Long-
hurst (1958), who made the first definite statements

on the growth rate of adult as well as juvenile Hauraki
Gulf snapper. He considered the problem of the small
average size of these fish, compared with snapper
from other fishing grounds, and suggested that they
might comprise a raciaÌly separate stock of slower-
growing snapper.

Fishermen have long declared that they recognise
two distinct classes of snapper within the Hauraki Gulf
itself-"residents" and "school f,sh", the latter being
caught only during the spawning season. This feature
has not yet been properly investigated; the authors
mentioned above all considered the possibility of two
cliffereni populations of snapper occurring in the Hau-
raki Gulf area, but were unable to reach a firm
conclusion.

Tagging of snapper to determine their seasonal
migrations was done between 7952 and 1963, several
thousand being released in the Hauraki Gulf, but
relatively few were recaptured (McKenzie 1960,
Allen 1963, Paul 1967).

Since 1959 extensive data have been collected on
the distribution and abundance, length-frequency dis-
tribution, gonad condition, gut contents, and length-
weight relationships of snapper trawled by Ikatere on
the fishing grounds along the north-east coast of New
Zealand. McKenzie (1960) made brief mention of
this work, and Tong and Elder (1968) incorporated
some of the data in their general assessment of the
stocks of commercially important demersal fish
species in the Bay of Plenty.

Observations on the seasonal cycle of water tem-
peratures in the Hauraki Gulf in 1965 66 have been
published separately (Paul 1968b). A brief study was
made of early scale growth in the snapper (Paul
1968a) as related to scale-sampling procedures and
accurate back calculation of fish growth. Observations
on the feeding habits of Hauraki Gulf snapper have
also been published (Godfriaux 1969, 1970, Colman
1972).

l3



Fig. 2: Hauraki Gulf, New Zealand. Depth contours are in metres, simplified from Eade (1972). Station positions are shown
by numbered solid circles; data are as in Table l
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

STUDY AREA

The Hauraki Gulf is here defined as that area of
water between Bream Head in the north-west and
the Mercury Islands in the south-east (Fig. 2) .It may
be divided into the "inner Gulf", south of a line from
Cape Rodney to Cape Colville, and the "outer Gulf",
seawards of this line. If its outer boundary is taken as
the 100-m contour, the Hauraki Gulf covers about
9000km'? (about 2700 square nautical miles), of
which 2700 km' (800 square nautical miles) are
shallow harbours and bays less than 25 m d,eep,

3200 km'z (900 square nautical miles) are from 25 to
50 m deep, and 3400 km, (1000 square nautical miles)
are 50 to 100 m deep. The shelf edge occurs at about
150 m.

Unpublished data indicated that there was con-
siderdble variability in the size range and abundance
of snapper in different and sometimes localised areas.

approach was necessary.

snapper habitats accessible to trawling, but most work
was done in the sheltered inner Gulf.

1 Bream Head
2 Bream Bay
3 Sail Rock
4 Simpsons Rock
5 North-east of Mokohinau

Trawl stations in the Hauraki Gulf, 1964-70
(positions shown in Fig. 2).

Name
Depth No. of
(m)'o samples

40-60 620-25 6
35-55 3
73 1

TABLE 1:

Station
No.

6
7
8
9

10
l1
12
l3
14
15
l6
17
18
19
20
2l
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
4l
42

"- ome rounding to
tres, particularly
dillerent depths.
ranges are grven

SAMPLING
Trawling

Ikqtere, a 19-m (63-ft) trawler, towed standard
cotton or nylon trawl nets during the sampling period.
A 2.5- or 3.8-cm (l- or lrt-jrl.) liner was used inside
the 11.8-cm (4+-:irr.) cod-end. Because of damage and
losses several different nets, of IB_2lm (60-70ft)
glound rope length, were used, but they \ryore essen-
tially similar and were considered to have similar fish-
ing characteristics for qualitative sampling purposes.

The duration of hauls ranged from 5 minutes in the
shallow areas to 2 hours in the
being of 20,30, or 60 minutes.
on the size of the locality (for
bour channel allowing only a brief haul) and partly
on the expected number of snapper in the catch, the
intention being where possible to obtain 200 to 500
fish.

Beach Seining

A 6-m (20-1Ð net r/ith 1.3-cm (å-in.) mesh was
used to collect samples from Manukau Harbour from
March to July 1965 and from the south-western Hau-
raki Gulf harbours and bays in February and March
t966.

Commercial Snapper Catch
Several samples of HaurakiGulf trawl-caught snap-

per were measured in Auckland fish sheds between
March and June 1964, and regular 2-monthly samples
were obtained from 1966 onwards. Some samples of

Islands 135 I
No¡th of Great Barrier Island 145-155 1

Pakiri Beach 55 6
North-west Reef 55-65 2
Cradock Channel 55-65 12
Horn Rock 45-55 7
South of Little Barrier Island 50 5
Channel Island 45-50 2
Tryphena 2045 2
Colville Channel 45-55 3
East of Great Barrier Island 90 8
Te Anaputa 35-55 5
West of Mercury Islands 45-50 3
Te Paki 18 I
Kawau Bay 4-15 5
Kai¡,au Island 2040 30
Inner Mahurangi Harbour 4 5
Mahurangi Flarbou¡ Entrance 5-18 11
Outer Mahurangi Harbour 15-20 5
Tiritiri Matangi Island Z5-i5 10
Centre Gulf 45 10
The Quarries 40-45 1
Karepiro Bay 15 I
Toroa Point (Gull Point) 20 5
North of The Noises islands 25-35 4

ck) 38 3
3'7 I
15-45 15

11-17 9
t5-25 6Waiheke-Coromandel 33-42 B

"Dab Patch" 22-21 85
Deadmans Point 20-30 4"Lake" 15-25 llTapu l0 3
I(aiaua (New Brighton) l0 5l-rrth 5-15 13Thames 4 3
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Danish seine-caught snapper were measured in 1969,
I970, and 1971.

Meas'urements

All fish were measured in the field as fork length,
to the nearest centimetre below.

Scale and Otolith Samples

Scales were taken from a standard site on the
central flank of the fish (see Paul 1968a). From 10 to
20 scales were taken from small to medium fish and
more from larger fish to allow for a higher proportion
of replacement scales.

The fairly large and robust otoliths were easily
obtained by malcing a dorso-lateral cut part way
through the head at the level of the pre-operculum,
then breaking the skull open to expose the otic cap-
sule. They were cleaned of adhering tissue and stored
dry with the scales in serially numbered envelopes
(Paul 1966).

R.eproductive Condition

During the 1965-66 spawning season (November-
January) several samples of snapper were sexed and
the gonad development stages determined after the
method of Cassie ( 1956b). Additional observations of
fish size and gonad maturity were made during sub-
sequent spawning seasons as opportunity permitted.

ANALYSIS

Length Measurements

The 1-cm units r¡sed for the original measurements
were retained in analysis and presentation of most of
tbe data; some of the generalised length-frequency
data are grouped into 2-cm units for better compari-
son with some early measurements in inches. Modal
values were generally determined by eye, but the
method of Cassie ( 1950, 1954) was used for the main
series of Kawau Island samples.

Scale Reading

in ïïffii,i',ïåJ
an scope slides. The
nuntrber examined varied with the scale's size, avail-
ability, and clarity; about five with clear growth rings
were checked from small fish and about l0 from large
fish with thick scales and obscure growth rings. Final
examination and measurement were made through a
stereomicroscope at magnifications between 10X and
40x with transmitted light. This rnethod was slower
than using a conventional projecting scale reader, but

allowed more detailed examination of difficult scales
or parts of scales. A1l scale measurements were made
at 10x magnification from the scale's focus along an
anteroJateral radius. The reasons for using the latter
measurement are given in Paul (1968a).

To facilitate rapid calculation of growth rates a fish
lcngth-scale size nomograph was constructed accord-
ing to the description of Hile ( 1950, 1970) .

Otolith Reading
Two methods were used. In the first the whole

ololith was immersed in cedarwood oil and viewed
through a stereomicroscope at 10x to 40x magnifica-
tion, in reflected light, against a dark background.
Concentric arrangements of light and dark rings were
clearly visible. The second method was a modification
of the technique described by Christensen (1964), in
which the otolith was broken in half, at right angles to
the longest dimension, and the'broken cross section
snrface polished smooth, heated slightly in a low
flame, and viewed in both reflected and transmitted
light. The clearest definition of the light and dark
concentric rings was obtained with reflected light
when the otolith section was completely immersed in
cedarwood oil, but sufficient clarity for age determina-
lion was obtained by brushing a thin film of oil over
the sectioned surface.

DEF'INITIONS

Scales

The average snapper scale ìs almost rectangular,
with fine circuli in the large anterior field and small
ctenii bordering the short posterior field (Fig. 3). The
innermost circuli are arranged concentrically around
the scale's focus, but those a short distance out run
from one side of the scale to the other, becoming
almost linear at the scale's anterior margin. Thus they
cannot represent regular growth increments as they
do in some fishes. At intervals the circuli are inter-
rupted or broken by rings running parallel to the edge
of the scale; these are annuli and represent regular
and significant growth checks in the fish's life history.
Unfortunately, no single criterion can be used for
their recognition. "Cutting-over" of I year's oirculi by
the first circulus of the following year is a widely
accepted characteristic of an annulus on a ctenoid
scale, but is not a constant or conspicuous feature of
snapper scale annuli, particularly the first 2 or 3

annuli. However', most annuli appear distinctly dark
in transmitted light, and this characteristic, with
critting-over when present, was used to distinguish
true annuli from occasional minor growth interrup-
tions. Growth zones are the scale areas between suc-
cessive annuli.

t6
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Fìg. 3: Terminology of scale and otolith structures used in

ihis study. Drawings are semi-diagrammatic.

Otoliths
The terminology and interpretation of fish otoliths

rcmain a topic of debate. When it is viewed by
reflected light the concave surface of an entire and

untreated snapper otolith shows an alternating series

of light (white) and dark (translucent) zones or rings,
the light zones being relatively wider near the centre
but equalling the dark rings in size near the margin of
large otoliths.

My interpretation follows Blacker (1969); the light
zones are opaque zones, comprising CaCOs and prob-

ably formed during the summer growth period' The

narrow, dark rings are hyaline rings, comprising
CaCO, plus some organic matter (conchiolin) and

probably formed in winter. Polished and heated cross

sections (Fig. 3) show a similar pattern of alternating
light and dark rings in reflected light. The latter
generally correspond to the hyaline rings of entire

otoliths and of unburnt cross sections and are assumed

to represent winter growth checks.

Otolith cross sections show that the later'formed
rings are not complete, but intersect irregularly with
the concaye .surface; the outermost rings occur only

17



as thin layers of alternating hyaline and opaque
material deposited over the convex surface. Con-
sequently rìngs were counted from the centre out to
this surface; usually they were most clearly differen-
tiated on either side of the large central groove.

Year Classes and Age Groups
Cassie (1956b) found that snapper spawn during

spring and summer, October to March. During this
study fish with ripe gonads were found during these
tnonths and "running ripe" fish from November to
February. The reproductive cycle of snapper is inade-
quately known, and it is not clear whether (a) indi.
vidual fish spawn regularly but intermittently from
October to March, (b) individuals have staggered,
ciiscrete spawning times, some spawning each month
from Octobe¡ to March, or (c) different populations
spawn at different, restricted periods. Nevertheless,
for the purposes of this study 1 January can be
assigned as the theoretical bi¡thday (Longhurst 1958),
so that the calendar year represents 1 year of growth.
Thus during its first year, from 1 January to 31
December, a snapper will be in the 0* age group.
And it is assigned to the year class of its first year;
for example, fish spawned between October 1964 and
March 1965 are assigned to the 1965 year class.

lVlaturity: Juveniles and Adults
The breeding cycle of snapper was not studied in

detail, and a somewhat arbitrary distinction had to be
made between "juveniles" and .,adults" to allow
compilation of age, growth, and distribution data.
Almost all fish less than 20 cm in length had un_
developed gonads and were regarded as juvenìles.
Most fish between 20 and 24 cm had. small but ripe
gonads during the breeding season, and virtually all
fish 25 cm and over had obviously ripe and running
ripe gonads; the contribution of the former gloup to
the spawning stock is uncertain. and though they
might represent maturing but non-spawning "adoles-
cents", for most practical purposes they can be
included with the larger flsh as adults and are dis-
cussed as such in this bulletin.

Seasons

Hydrologically summer is January to March,
autumn April to June, winter July to September, and
spring Octobe¡ to December (Paul 1968b), and these
gloupings of months were made to simplify discussion
of data.

18
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AGE AND GROWTH

Several accounts of the age and growth of snapper
ared (C
1 960),
1956c)
for Ha

suggested that scales of snapper from othergeograþhi-
cal ãreus, for example' Tasman Bay, might be more

suitable) and recommended that le4gth-frequency

analysis of samples of small fish should be carried

out in conjunction with scale reading. Longhurst
(1958) had insufficient material for this and had to
.ir" age at capture, determined by scale reading alone,

for his estimates of growth rates. McKenzie (1960)

¿rssembled all available data from scale reading and

length-frequency analyses to show the average growth

rate for the snapper's first 5 years of life.

However, few of the fundamental observations on

which scale reading must depend were made by these

workers, and subsequent study has shown that scales

taken from above the lateral line (used by them) are

unsuitable for ageing larger fish (see page 38 and Paul

1968a). The annual nature of scale ring formation
was assumed. Cassie (1956c) stated that the annulus

was apparently formed at the time of spawning, which

Fig. 4: Snapper scale showing
four annuli. Fish length 25 cm,
female, taken at Kawau
Island, 26 June 1968. Direct
print from scale.

occurs between October and March; this was also

accepted by Longhurst (1958). The suggestion that
the adult annuli denoted spawning checks, rather than
a winter cessation of growth, raised the problem of
what the annuli on the scales of immature fish really
represented. Annulus formation in most f,shes is
annual (Van Oosten 1929,Berg and Grimaldi 1967)'
but this cannot be assumed. Shindo (1960) found a

complex relationship between number of annuli and
age in the yellow sea bream Taius tumifrons. The
annual nature of annulus formation in the snapper
had to be more f,rmly established before routine scale

leading for age and growth was done.

It seemed appropriate to follow Cassie's (1956c)
suggestion that the growth rate of young snapper
should be determined by length-frequency analysis of
regular samples from the same locality. Scale annulus
lormation could then be followed on groups of fish
of known age.

An examination of existing snapper length-frequency
data showed that large numbers of small snapper were
legularly caught at a locality just south of Kawau
Island in the inner Gulf and that they formed several

T9



Fig. 5: Snapper otoli;th showing
rings; from the sarne fish as was
Fig. 4. Viewed in cross section,
heated as explained in the text.

size groups which could well be natural age groups.
This locality was sampled irregularly from 1964 to
1970, with monthly or 2-monthly intervals (with one

exception) in 1965 and 1966. Other Gulf localities
were sampled less regularly to detect possible regional
variations in growth rate.

Both scales and otoliths (Figs. 4 to 7) proved useful
in age and growth studies.

JUVENILE AGE AND GRO\ryTH

Scale Reading and længth-frequency Analysis

Few fish less than l0 cm in length had a distinct
annnlus on their scales, and most fish between 10 and
20 cm in length had 1, 2, or 3 annuli. A preliminary
subjective examination of samples from the western

Gulf (Kawau Island and adjacent localities) in winter
1965 showed good agreement between the age inferred
from length-frequency modes and the number of
annuli on the scales. This was confirmed by using
scale reading to separate a length-frequency distribu-
tion into its "age group" components via an age-

length key (Fig. 8).

The probability that the modal peaks did represent
natural age groups was tested by following the move-
ment of modal peaks in successive samples from the
same (Kawau Island) locality (Fig. 9).

In November 1964 two size groups occurred, at l0
and 15-16 cm. They occurred again in March 1965 at
13 and 18 cm. The first (smaller) of these could be
followed through to April 1966. In Novembor 1965 it
reached 15-16 cm, the size the second size group had
been in November 1964. Another, smaller size group
which first appeared in May 1965 could also be fol-
lowed through the samples, reaching 11 cm in Novem-
ber 1965 and 15cm in December 1966. These and
similar trends confirmed that the size groups were in
fact age groups. The second (larger) of the two
original groups reached about 20 cm at the end of
1965. The good agreement of size groups in corres-
ponding months of subsequent years suggests that the
years most extensively sampled (1965 66) produced
year classes with fairly typical growth trends.

There are some anomalies in Fig. 9, not of modal
length values, but of poor representation or absence

of certain age groups expected to be present. These

are assumed to result from some behavioural separa-

tion of age groups, which caused one or more age

groups to be occasionally missed from an otherwise
adequate trawl sample.

four hyaline
the scale in

polished and
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Fig. 6: Snapper scale showing 10-15 annuli. Fish length 37 cm, female, taken at Kawau Island, 26 June 1968. Direct print
lrom scale.

Length-frequency and scale reading data considered
together show that juvenile snapper at Katvau Island
reach about 11, 16, aîd20 cm respectively at the end
of each of their first 3 calendar years of growth. At
the end of their fourth year, when they begin to
nrature, they are 24 25 cm in length.

The size range within each age group is consider-
able. Fast-growing fish in their first year (0*) may
equal slow-growing 1-year-old (1+) fish in size, about
13 cm, by the end of their frrst autumn (May-June).
The olcler age groups have a progressively greater
overlap in size.

Seasonal Growth. The data in Fig. 9 are replotted
in Fig. 10 to show seasonal differences in growth more
clearly, the curves being fitted by eye through estim-
ated modal values. Modal values obtained from
Cassie's (1950, 1954) method of length-frequency
analysis are also shown; they are essentially similar.

The main growing season extends from November
ol December to about May, growth being most rapid
between February and April (midsummer to early

autumn), when bottom water temperatures were
warmest (Paul 1968b).

Scale reading provided a quick method of ageing
juvenile snapper taken in autumn and winter, the
number of annuli equalling the number of completed
years of life. Fish taken in spring and summer, how-
ever, had a more complex relationship between
number of scale annuli and age because of seasonal
growth and a variable period of annr-rlus "formation".

Time of Annulus Formation. An annulus was
observed close to the edge of the scale in juvenile
snapper in November 1964 and November 1965. From
May to October 1965 there was a large growth zone
between the outermost annulus and the scale edge.

This is shown quantitatively for scales with 1 and 2
annuli in Fig. 11, where the size of the outermost
growth zone, expressed as a percentage of the pre-
ceding zone, is plotted al 2-monthly intervals from
September 1964 to April 1966. Fish with small outer-
most zones were ûrst taken in November 1964 as well
as fish with large zonss; that is, the annulus was

2I



Fig. 7: Snapper otolith showing about 20 hyaline rings;
from the same f,sh as was the scale in Fig. 6. Viewed
in c¡oss section, polished and heated as explained in
the text.

becoming visible during that month, The width of the
outermost zone increased rapidly until June and then
remained fairly constant rt a large size until October.
In November 1965 small zones appeared again and
then similarly increased in size during summer. Little
or no scale growth occurred during winter, which
paralleled the cessation of body growth during the
same months (Fig. 10). Thus the annulus is .oformed,,

dLrring \Minter, but becomes visible only after spring
gt'owth resumes. This agrees with the general conclu-
sions of Berg and Grimaldi (1967) on annulus forma-
tion in fishes.

It follows, also, that the annulus should be visible
earlier after a mild winter and early spring than after
a cold winter and late spring. Air temperatures in the
Hauraki Gulf area were average to cool in 1964 and
1965 (see Fig. 36). In 196l they were well above
average from August through into spring, and in this
year annuli were visible on the edges of the scales of
most juvenile fish in September, 2 months earlier than
in 1964 and 7965.

Thus the annulus of juven le snapper forms about
half way through each calendar year of life and
becomes visible about 3 months later, the first annulus
representing 6 months' growth, tho second 18 months'
growth, and so on. The growth zones between them
represent actual growing seasons of only a few
months and not whole calendar years.

Position of tr'irst Annulus. The variable position of
the first annulus is a source of confusion in scale
leading. Longhurst (1958) recognised two scale types,
characterised by small and large first growth zones,
and stated that agreement between the growth rates of
the two types could be achieved only " . . . if the
small jnner and the large inner respectively are
assumed to be the annulus formed at the end of the
trst year's growth". He implied that the variations in
first growth zone size were due to variations in the
time of spawning: a fish spawned eady in the season
would have a larger growth zone and vice versa. I
examined more samples of scales than were available
to Longhurst and in most found a wide range of first
zone sizes rather than two types. One series of sam-
pies, however, did show two sizes of first growth
zones, which could be related to two sizes of fish
comprising one year class. Figure 12 shows that the
1966 year class at The Noises islands locality in the
south-west corner of the Gulf had a bimodal length-
frequency distribution when sampled as approxi-
mately I-, 2-, and 3-year-old fish. (Apart from the
bimodality, the size groups agreed well with the age
groups already identified at the Kawau Island
station.) Two distinct sizes of first growth zone
occurred in the 1966 year class, a small zone (less
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than 2 mm) in fish comprising the smaller mode and
a largel zono in the larger flsh. This aglees with
Longhnrst's assumption that small zones are associ-
ated with late-spawned fish and large zones with frsh
spawned early. In this br-rlletin I accept a wide range
of flrst growth zone sizes as valid measures of the first
summer's growth.

Ololith Reading
Otoliths frorn small numbers of juvenile snapper

lvere initially examined in an attempt to check on the
interpretation of scales from the same fish. Sub-
jectively, the number, spacing, and also clarity of
otolith rings usually equalled those of scale annuli.
This unfortunately meant that otolith reading did
little to clarify scale reading and vice versa, but did
suggest that both were valid for age determination of
jr-rveniles. This was confirmed by reading the scales

and otoliths from the same sample of fish and separ-
ating a length-frequency distribution into its age group
components via an age-length key (Fig. 13). Scales
and otoliths gave virtually identical results.

ADULT AGE AND GROWTH

Description of Scale and Otolith
Scales and otoliths from large fish contain many

growth rings or annuli (Figs. 6 andT).

The scale illustrated has large growth zones be-
tween the first 3 annuli, followed by zones which
decrease rapidly in size towards the scale edge. The
annuli near the edge are closely crowded and some
are incomplete. This is typical of most Hauraki Gulf
snapper with more than l0 scale annuli. The scales

33OB fish meosured

351 osed
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Fish lenglh (cm)

Fig. 8: 
-Agreement,of flrst .!our modes il .length-frequency distribution with modal lengths of fish less than 25 cm having

0,,1,2, and 3 scale annuli. Th.e lower histograms were derived lrom the main length-fiequency distribution via a stratifieã
subsample and an age-length key. Numbers of scale annuli are shown.
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of a few fish examined during this study had a dis-
tinctly different appearance; their annuli \ryere more
widely spaced, and the growth zones decreased regu-
larly in size from the innermost zone out to the scale
edge. Too few of these scales were collected for a
proper assessment of the phenomenon.

The sectioned otolith (Fig. 7) also has three rela-
tively large inner growth zones, with a marked
clecrease in ring spacing beyond these. The outermost
lings are uniform in both spacing and visibility,
features that are typical of most Hauraki Gulf snapper
otoliths examined.

Time.of Scale Annulus Formation
Fish in their fourth and fifth years of life, about

20-25 cm in length, have mature but relatively small
gonads and show growth changes consistent with the
attainment of sexual maturity (see page 29 and Fig.
15). The pattern of marginal scale growth for these
flsh is shown separately from that of adults in Fig. 14.

*./

o-o-"-r/

ND J FMAM J JASON DJ FMAM ) )ASON D

1964 1965 1966

Fig. 10: Seasonal grow_th of lqqppgl at.the Kawau Island lolality. Closed semicircles: Fish lengths from polymodal length-
irequency analysis (Cassie 1950, 1954). Open semicircles: Fish modal lengths estimated by eve, distinct mbdes. Crosles:
Fish modal_len,gths estimated by eye, indistinct modes. The growth curves have been ñtteã by eye. Based on length-
frequency distributions in Fig. 9.

The scales of 3* and 4* fish (Fig. la) showed a
similar trend to those of juveniles (page 2l and Fig.
11). The bimodal distribution of outermost growth
zone sizes in November-December 1964 demonstrated
annulus "appearance" at that time. Mean size of the
outermost zone then increased until the following
November-December. However, small zones were
still present in March, which suggests that though
annulus formation is annual and presuma'bly repre-
sents a winter growth check, renewal of growth occurs
later than in juveniles.

The scales of recognisably mature (5* and older)
fìsh (Fig. 14) are more diffìcult to interpret, mainly
because the very small size and uniformity of the
growth zonos (Fig. 15) preclude accurate measure-
ment and produce an artificially high number of l00fo
marginal increment values during most of the year.
This problem aside, the greatest proportion of low
values occurred in March and April 1965. The general
trend of values suggests that the annulus becomes
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Fig. 12: Effect of bimodal length-frequency distribution
of one year class on the size of the first scale growth
zone. A: Bimodal length-frequency distributions of the
1966 year class (black) at The Noises islands station
at th¡ee sampling periods, compared with those of
Kawau Island samples. B: Size of flrst scale growth
zone from fish in large and small modes of the 1966
year class. The upper gronp, above 2mm, is from a
large mode (16-18 cm in September 1967,22-23 cm in
January 1969). The lower group, below 2mm, is from
a small mo ber 1967, 17-21 cm
in J,anuary_ tepresent the Sep-
tember 196 circles the Januaiy
1969 sampl

apparent in late summer or autunìn, that is, later even
than in the adolescent fish.

The size of successive growth zones (Fig. 15)
decreased in an apparently reglllar manner, from
2"6 mm for the flrst zone to 0.2 mm for the eighth and
successive zones. However, when these mean values
were plotted as percentages of preceding zones it
became clear that there was not a simple linear trend
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towards smaller zone size. When sexes (which showed
no real difference) were combined there was a decline
lrom 747o for zones 2ll to 677o lot zones 4f 3, and
then a gradual increase to about 100/o for zones 8f7.
Beyond this point there was some variation, probably
owing to a combination of small zone sizes and small
samples, but general observations and measurements
of older scales suggested a continuation of the 1007o
value. The somewhat greater decrease in mean size
of zone 4 coincides with the attainment of sexu¿tl
maturity. The decrease is insuficient to suggest a
doubling of ring formation aftcr matulity, but prob-
ably represents a diversion of energy from somatic
growth (represented by scale growth) to leproductive
development at this age. A similar temporary reduc-
tion in growth rate was shown for lake trout by Miller
and Kennedy (19a8), and the probability of some
growth change occurring at maturity is accepted by
Beverton and Holt (1957, page 100).

Although the evidence presented here is not con-
clusive, I interpret it as showing that the scale annulus
forms only once a year in adult snapper, that it forms
in winter (June-Septem,ber), and that it does not

a\

\. 
Femoles

Zone size os percenloge
of preceding zone

140 113 Bó óB s4 3ó 13 5

show on the edge of the scale until late spring
(November-December) in small adolescent fish or
late summer (March-Aprìl) in mature adults.

There are two possible explanations for this delay
in annulus appearance. It may be due ejther to the
somatic growth period of adult snapper being restrict-
ed to the warm summer and antllmn months after
spawning or to the slower growth rate of adults, with
the result that more time must elapse before the new
growth zone is visible beyond the annulus.

Comparison of Scale and Otolith Readings
A sample of 195 snapper caught off Kawau Island

in June 1968 was aged by scale reading and also
(independently) by otolith reading. Up to age 12
(otolith ring count) there was close agreement between
scale and otolith readings (r:0.99), with the dis-
agreements resulting from an ambiguous ring pattern
on the scale and/or otolith, Above 12 there was vir-
tually no agreement (r:0.05) because of definite
disagreement in ring count. Most of the fish with
more than 12 otolith rings had more lings on the
otolith than on the scale, as did most other large

302

/ó
Growth zone

Fig. 15: Changes in size of scalc growth zones with increasing age, both in absolute size and as a percentagc of thepreceding
growth zone size.
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snapper examined for further information on this
characteristic.

The closely crowded annuli near the edge of scales

from moderate to large snapper suggest that a reason

for the discrepancy could be a slowing down or cessa-

tion of growth. Scale annuli are the result of interrup-
tions in growth, and they need resumption of growth
for their formation. If no growth occurs for several

years, the regular annual cycle of annulus formation
will be broken. Buchholz and Carlander (1963)

reported that most fish in a sl

of yellow bass, Roccus mis
form annuli over 4 successive
"Failure of annulus formation in slow-growing fish of
several species is believed to be more common than

reported, but difficult to detect."

There is even less information on otolith ring form-
ation in slow-growing species of f,sh which reach a
great a formation of
rings- ing rings-is
annual Prove conclu-
sively. This assumption must also be made in this
study on snapper. Thus the otolith ring count gives

the true age; the difference between this and the scale

annulus count indicates the number of years when

little or no growth occurred and/or when no spawning

(a major giowth interruption) took place.

I conclude that both scale reading and otolith read'

ing are valid for age determination up to age 12 or' to

be safe, 10. Beyond this, scale reading is unreliable
unless "incomtrfete" scales are recognised and dis-

carded (see page 37 and Fig' 21).

Growth Curve from Age at CaPture

the first 4 calendar growth years were derived from
the length-frequency analyses in Fig. 9.

The February sample represented slightly more
than a calendar year's growth and gave mean lengths

that were reached part way through the spring-
autumn
lengths
differen
ence between the two sets of data, which \Mas most

apparent for ages 1-3. The mean lengths from the

Jirñe sample were higher, being taken fron f,sh which
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would shortly form their next scale annulus. In fact,
though only 4 months separated the samples, the June
fish were almost one growth season older and larger
than the February fish with the same annulus count.
This can be demonstrated in Fig. 16, where, if the
June values are moved 1 unit to the right, the mean
lengths of June fish with n annuli agree mostly with
those of February fish with n*l annuli. For the first
two age groups (1 and 2 annuli in February) the
February lengths were slightly larger than the "pre-
ceding" June lengths, perhaps an indication that the
younger juveniles begin spring growth earlier than the
older juveniles.

The modal lengths of juveniles from length-
flequency analyses (11, 16, and 20 cm; see page 2l
and Fig. 9) agree well with the February mean lengths
at age from scale reading. Both represent approxi-
mately calendar year growth values. The distinction
between these and natural growth season values (such
as the June values above or lengths back calculated
from scale annulus positions) should be considered
when growth data are compared.

The February and June samples were combined to
show mean lengths at the end of each growth season,

Kowou lslond, Februory ond June l9ó8
n=493
numbers in eoch oge group os shown

fsh

¿J
rT

;30
È

3
s
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345ó789101112
"Age" (number of scole onnuli)

Fig. 17: Grou,th curve from age at capture, by sex. Mean and range are shown.

with immature flsh, mature males, and mature females
shown separately (Fig. 17). As has already been
shown (Fig. 15), the male and female values corres-
pond closely, though there were insufficient fish in the
older groups for a good comparison.

Back Calculation of Growth from Scales

One of the most convenient methods of determining
the growth rate of an individual fish is to back calcu-
late its lengths at previous ages from the relative posi
tion of annuli on the scales. This method is based on
the assumption that the scale grows at a rate related
1o growth in length of the fish. In this way much
information on growth tr.ends in a particular stock
can be obtained from a fairly small sample of fish.
The method has been widely used on alarge number
of speoies (Chugunova 1959, Hile 1970) with vary-
ing success. Previous attempts to back calculate the
growth rate of New Zealand snapper (Cassie 1956c,
Longhurst 1958) were unsuccessful, but with more
extensive data and a slightly different technique I have
obtained useful results.

Fish længth-Scale Size Relationship. The fish
length-scale size relationship is curvilinear (Fig. l8).
The scales become relatively larger, compared with
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erroneotls results similar to those obtained by Cassie

and Longhurst'

body ProPortions (see Fig' 1)'

Afree-handcurvedrawnthroughthemeanfish
t"ngtrt-'ái" 'ì'" -"u'o'"ments in Fie' 18 can be used

to .on'tüä;ï";õt"ph as describãd bv Hile (1eso'
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1970). The nomograph simplifies back calculation by
taking into account both the curvilinear fish length-
scale size relationship and the positive intercept on

the fish length axis and allows the lengths of a fish at
successive annuli to be determined from a single set-

ting of a movable arm.

It was assumed that the samples of Hauraki Gulf
snapper on which the nomograph was based were
taken from sufficient localities to represent a "general-
ised" I{auraki Gulf snapper stock at the time of
sampling.

Scalereadings (focus to successive annulus measure-
ments) from the February and June 1968 samples
were converted to back-calculated lengths by this
nrethod, and the results were plotted in a similar way
to those in Fig.4 in Cassie (1956c) except that they
were grouped by "age" rather than by fish length
(Fie. le).

Most of the lower values show good agreement with
observed winter modal lengths (see Table 2).

The slope and irregularities of the higher lines
clearly reflect the mean length at capture of fish in
each "age" groLlp. The fish with 11 annuli, for exam-
ple, were on average larger than those with 12 annuli,
and their 2,, values from L, (:maturity) onwards
were correspondingly larger. That is, fish that are
large for their age back calculate larger than average
Z values and vice versa.

A comparison can be made between mean b¿rck-
calculated lengths (mean L,, L., I,, etc.) and mean
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Fig. 19: Va¡iation in back-calculated L,, values with
increasing number of scale annuli (based on nomo-
graph). Numbers of fish in each "age group" are listed
in Table 2. Mean length at capture is by year class,
from Table 2.
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TABLE 2: Comiparison of mean back-calculated lengths with measured lengths at capture, based on February and June 1968
Kawau Isìand samples,

Mean back-calculated Measured lerrgths at capture Obse¡ved modal length
length by No. of Mean length by year class Mean length by in winter of fl¡st three

annuli'k (:No. of annuli) t growth seàsont ag"s (f¡om Fig. 10)
No. of Mean Year No. of Mean Gror¡r'th Mean Growth Modal
annuli length No. class annuli length No. season length No. season length(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

1968S 0 9s 3'l
| 95 45't t96'1 1 140 65 1 106 68 1 95
2 152 392 1966 Z t86 91 2 166 93 2 155
3 20'l 301 1965 3 225 47 3 218 66 3 205
4 240 254 t964 4 244 33 4 242 39 -ll5 262 221 1963 5 264 39 5 258 366 278 182 1962 6 275 43 6 2't4 417 292 139 1961 7 291 2't ',I 284 308 303 ltz 1960 8 29'1 27 8 294 299 315 85 1959 9 322 18 9 310 1510 326 67 1958 10 334 t4 l0 332 20ll 334 53 t95'7 11 351 18 n 345 1312 337 35 1956 t2 338 23 t2 344 2813 348 t2 1955 13 348 8 13 352 9 _
14 363 4 t954 14 365 3 t4 350 6 _
15 365 I 1953 15 365 1 15 365 I _

* Means of horizontal lìnes in Fig. 19.

f For example, February flsh with 1 annulus * June fish with 1 annulus : 196'1 year class, but are separated by almost one
growth season. Mean lengths are shown in Fig. 19.

f For example, February fish with 1 annulus f June frsh with no annulus : fish approxirnately at end of one_growth season.
$ June sample only.
lj - indicates insufficient data.
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TABLE 3: Variation in growth rate of juvenile snaptrer at
three stations in the Hairaki Gulf-Kawau Island, Mahu'
rangi Harbour entranc€, and Motuihe Chamel, Motutapu

o
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c
o

o
L

Sampling period
1964 November

1965 May

July

September

November

December

1966 January

March

May

Modal lengths are estimated to nearest 0.5 cm by eye from
length-frequency distributions; see Fig. 10 for relationship
between estima'ted and calculated modal lengths in the
Kawau samples. In general the Mahurangi and Motuihe
modal lengths are greater than those from Kawau; excep-
tions are marked with an asterisk.

A dash indicates insufficient fish or that the modal length
of the year class is inadequately defined.

lengths at capture by (a) numbor of annuli and (b)
number of growing seasons (Table 2). Mean back-
calculated lengths are more regularly spaced than are
lengths at capture, because they average out the
growth history of several year classes. Lengths at eap-
ture reflect the growth rate of single year classes,
which can-where sufficient data are available-be
compared with the mean gro\ryth rate for the region to
detect any changes in growth rate with time. Allow-
ance must, of course, be made for the fact that lengths
at capture will be greater than back-calculated lengths,
because they include some fish growth after the time
of annulus formation.

The back calculation technique can also be tested
b¡, back calculating Lr, Lr, etc., from single year
classes at successive sampling periods and comparing
the size distribution of the L,, values with the observed
length-frequenc5r distribution of the year classes at the
time of annultrs formation. Data from the 1963,1964,
and 1965 year classes of Hauraki Gulf snapper (Fig.
20) show good agreement between the back-calculated
and observed lengths.

Back calculation of snapper growth from suitable

scales can thus be regarded as reliable ancl can be

sirnplified by use of a nomograph.

Island.
Year class

1965 1964 1963 Station
- 10.5 16.0 Kawau
- 11.5 17.5 Motuihe
9.0 15.0 19.5 Kawau
9.0* 16.0 21.5 Mahurangi
- 16.0 21.5 Motuihe
9.5 15.5 - Kawau
8.0* 16.5 - Mahurangi

10.5 16.0 21.5 Motuihe
9.5 15.5 20.5 Kawau

10.5 17.0 22.5 Mahurangi
9.0* 16.0 21.5 Motuihe

11.5 16.5 20.5 Kawau
11.0* l7.5 22.5 Mahurangi
12.0 17.0 22.0 Motuihe

20.5 Kawau
23.0 Mahurangi

12.5 l7.O 20.5 Kawau
- 19.0 - Mahurangi

l4.O - 22.5 Motuihe
13.5 18.5 22.O Kawau
14.5 205 24.0 Mahurangi
15.5 2l.O 24.0 Motuihe
15.5 Kawau
l7.O Motuihe

Fish lengrh (cm)

Fig. 20: Comparison of back-calculated lengths with
observed lengths at (winter) annulus formation. A:
Comparison of Zr values of 1964 year class, and L"
values of 1963 vear ths of these
yeat classes in-spri (no winter
data are available; be slightly
smallêr than those rison of Zr
values of 1965 year class, L, values of 1964 year class,
and Z" values of 1963 year class, with modal lengths of
these year classes in winter (June-September) and
spring (November) 1965.
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VARIATIONS IN GROWTH RATE

Juvenile Growth

Regional Variations in Juvenile Growth. It soon

became apparent during this study that the modal size

of juvenile age groups varied between localities.

At two localities in particular, Mahurangi Harbour
(two stations) and Motutapu, juvenile snapper were
consistently l2cm larger than at Kawau Island
(Table 3). The supposition that the Mahurangi and
Motutapu values were greater than Kawau Island
values was tested with the null hypothesis that there
was no difierence. Kawau Island modes equalled or
were greater than Mahurangi or Motutapu modes

only thrice in 35 comparisons, a probability much less

than 5/o; thus the observed modal growth differences
were significant.

This feature was investigated further by using the
nomograph to back calculate the juvenile growth rate
of separate selected year classes from Kawau Island,
Mahurangi Harbour entrance, and Motutapu (Table
a). (The nomograph was based on combined samples
from these and other localities and would thus aver-
age out rather than create any variations in the data.)
The mean values in Table 4 show that by the end of
the second (growth) year the Mahurangi and Mottt-
tapu fish were 6-1 1 mm larger than Kawau Island

Year
Locality class

Karvau Island 1961
and Tiritiri 1962
Matangi 1963

1964
1965

Mean growtht'
Mean cumulatiúê length

Mahurangi 1961
Harbour 1962
entrance 1963

1964
1965

Mean growth
Mean cumulative length 93,94

fìsh, and by the end of the third year they were
12-18 mm largor.

Annual Yariations in Juvenile Growth. During the
spring, summer, and autumn of 196l-62 first-year
growth of the 7962 year class and second-year growth
of the 1961 year class were greater by 10-15 mm than
that of adjacent year classes (Table 4). That summer
in the Hauraki Gulf was one of the warmest and
calmest on record (New Zealand Meteorological Ser-
vice 1964) (see Fig. 36). As sea and air temperatures
in the Gulf are closely related (de Lisle 1965, Paul
1968b), it is reasonable to assume that in the shallow
south-west Gulf feeding and growth conditions were
better than average.

Adult Growth
Regional Variations in Adult Growth. The growth

rates of snappor from six localities, from Horn Rock
in the outer Gulf to a shallow Firth of Thames station,
were determined (Tables 5 and 6). Those can be
grouped into three regions: the sheltered Firth of
Thames, the more open waters of the inner Gulf, and
the exposed outer Gulf. Such a grouping should reveal
any growth differences which were there. If the trend
shown by juveniles continued, growth would be fastest
in the Firth of Thames and slowest in the outer Gulf.
This possibility was tested with the null hypothesis

'ABLE 
4r Mean juven'e o"*rî:'å:î?l*"ä""Tìitr.å'"îT"H"rî1nffff"1":älltlf;,¿k3' sharrow sourh-rvest resion or

Growth in
lst year No. in
(mm) sample

986
111 29
99 109
98 139
91 20
99,99 303
99,99
89 15

113 19
94 11

89 50
86 1,2

93,94 107

Growth in
Zndyear No. in(mm) sample

636
54 29
52 109
50 24

53,55 168
t52,154
76 15
61 19
6'7 11
606
61,66 51

160, 160

49 14
58 28
672
56,58 44

161,165

Growth in Growth in
3rd vear No. in 4th vear No' in
(t"it) sample (nim) samPle

446356
51 29 28 10

45 12

49,47 47
20t,201
5'1 15
50 19
535

53,53 39
213,2t3

31,32 16
232,233
30 15
26 1

30,28 16
242,241 

:Motuihe 1961
Channel, 1962
Motutapu 1963
Island 1964

1965
Mean growth
Mean cumulative length

-l
116
103
101
107
105, 107
105, 107

54 14
54 11

t4
28
32

3
77 54,54 25

215,219
* Weighted mean and simple mean of combined year classes are given in that order; mean cumulative lengths are similarly

arranged.

f - indicates insufficient data.
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TÁ,BLE 5: Yariation in grovvth rate, from age at capture, of adult Hauraki Gulf snapper.
LOCALITIES

Firth Lake ,#:li.?#åi c"Yå,*'"1*,îr
. Age . ,I-ength (cm)'? _Length (cm) Length (cm) Length (cmj(years) Mean Range Mean Ranþe N{eañ Èar,!e Meañ Èang"3 24.9 20-2'l -S - 21.3 20_21 2t.9 18_25

ql) + (s) (48)4 2'l .9 26-29 25.1 23_26 25.4 23_27(11) 0T Q2)5 29.5 27-31 2,7.5 26_28 28.0 26_29(8) Ø (16)6 3110 28-34 28.2 26_29 28.5 26jg 28.4 26_30(q) (3) (11) (s)'7 32.3 30-37 30.1 28_32 30.0 2.8_31 28,9 26_31

8 34. q zfle 31.0 ,92. 300 zaflz 30.1 ;;:L
\tz't- (s) (6) (13)9 35.5 32-38 32.4 28_36 12.5 30_33 32.0 28_34

r0 35.5 ,!t') 32.0 3!1-6]3 35.0 ,r!t]n 31.5 ,tllo(1) @ (6) (2)
REGIONS

Firth of Thames Inner Gulf
,Length (cm) Length (cm)
Mean Range Meari Èuo!"3 24.9 20_2.t 21.9 18_25(2' e7)4 2't.9 2619 25.0 21_21

(s7)s zs.s #:lt 2.7.2 z4-ze
(28)6 3o.z ,rltlo z8.z 26-30
(32)7 3t.3 rlt-tlr 2e.3 26-32(43\ (36)8 33.0 29_38 30.1 2.7_33(20) (31)9 33.9 28_38 3r.7 28_33
(21)ro 32.i t?llt 34.1 28-3s(s) (10)

'k Range given as original measurements; 0.5 cm added in calculation of mean.
tMahurangi sample taken in June 1965; all other samÞles collected in lanuary 1969.
f Numbers at each age in parentheses.
$ - indicates no data.

Kawau lsland
Length (cm)
Mean Range
22.0 t8-24

(44)
24.5 2l-26

(18)
26.8 24-28

( 15)
2'7.9 26-30

(13)
29.4 2't-32

(r7)
30.1 21-32

(t2)
30.6 28-32

(6)
34.0 33-34

(2)

Horn R.ock
Length (crn)

1\4ean Range
2t.1 18-24

(41)
23.',1 2l-25

(13)
25.'t 23-27

(6)
27.2 24-29

(6)
2't.9 25-32

(18)
28.7 25-33

(1e)
3l .5 29-34

(t5)
32.0 29-34

(8)

Outer Gulf
Length (cm)

Mean Range
2t.3 18-24

(41)
231 2115

( 13)
25.7 23-2't

(6)
27.2 24-29

(6)
2'7.9 25-32

(18)
28.7 25-33

(1e)
31 .5 29-34

( 15)
32.0 29-34

(8)

TABLE 6: Yariation in -grorrth rate of adult snapp_er 
-co_llectsd in the Hauraki Gulf in Ja¡uary 1969, shown by mean and

range of lengths of the 1962 year cìass.ïhich have been caìculated from scale rear ine alatlornograpn.

Firth
L,,'r Length (cm) fMean Range
L" 21.9 18-26
Lr 27.1 22-29
L" 29.8 25-33
Lo 31.3 2'1-35
L 32.7 30-3'1

No.- 19

Firth of Thames
Length (cm)

Mean Range
Ls 22.2 17-26
Lt 26.0 2t-29
Le 28.7 25-33
Lø ' 3l.l 27-35
L 31.4 28-37

No.:39

Lake
Length (cm)

Mean Range
21.6 17-25
249 2t-29
27.6 25-30
29.0 27-3t
30.1 28-32

No.:20

LOCALITIES
Waiheke-

Coromandel
Length (cm)

Mean Range
2t.7 20-23
24.5 2t-26
26.6 24-28
27.8 25-29
28.8 26-31

No.:12
REGIONS

Inner Gull
Length (cm)

Mean Range
21.6 18-25
24.6 2t-27
26.6 24-29
27.9 25-31
29.2 26-32

No.:29

Kawau Island
Length (cm)
Mean Range
21.5 t8-25
24.6 22-27
26,5 24-29
2't.9 25-31
29.4 27-32

No.- l7

Horn Rock
Length (cm)

Mean Range
20.7 t8-24
23.t 20-26
25.1 22-29
26.6 24-30
2'7,9 25-32

No.: l8

Outer Gulf
Length (cm)

Mean Range
20.'7 t8-24
23.1 20-26
25.1 22-29
26.6 24-30
27.9 25-32

No.:18* Back-calculated lengths at scale annuli 3-6.
t Range given as original measurements; 0.5 cm added in nomograph back calculations.
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that there was no significant difference in mean growth

rate between the three regions. Then the probability

and two for five sets' In fact, there was one in eight

sets (Table 5) and nil in five sets (Table 6);thus the

hypothesis is rejected and a real difference in growth

assumed.

There is not a simple relationship between adult
glowth rate and depth; Kawau Island and Mahurangi
ilarbour fish were taken from different depths, but
had similar growth rates. Presumably the fish in the

inner Gulf move freely between the open Gulf waters

¿ind the shallow marginal feeding grounds. However,

the hi erved in Firth of Thames

snapp fish maY comprise a stock

which distinct from snapper in
the inner and outer Gulf.

These differences in growth are small, apply to
nreans rather than to individual fish (which show a
considerable range of growth rates), and are most

obvious in Firth of Thames fish. Most snapper avail-

able to the commercial trawl and Danish seine fishery

inhabit open water and would have a mean growth
rate similar to that described for inner and outer Gulf
snapper in Tables 5 and 6.

Several of the scales from large fish in the samples

discussed above had crowded annuli near the scale

edge (Table 7), similar to those previously found
(page 30) to give underestimates of age. There was

a greater proportion of these from Firth of Thames
stations.

Comparison of scale and otolith readings from a
subsequent sample collected at the Firth of Thames
entrance (Lake locality) showed that almost all
fish 12 years and older had scale and otolith ring

TABLE 7r Nunrbers of older snapper (12 or more otolith
rings) at several llauraki Gulf stations, January 1969, with
discrepancies of two rinBsrorJlo!1" l"*""" scale and otolith

No. of Fish with

roral No. (i;0.ïå:1" di'.'J.sJ#lå.
Station in sarnple otolith rings) (% of older flsh)

Horn Rock 267 62 1.6
Karvau Island 219 29 20.6
Firth 138 2l 23.8
Waiheke-

Coromandel 201 27 51.'1
Lake 136 73 91.8
Lake 118 28 85.7
(March-April

1970)

counts which differed greatly from each other (Fig.
21). This characteristic has been assumed (page 30)
t(r represent periods of little or no growth. At first
sight this appears to conflict with the finding that
growth up to age 10 is more rapid in the Firth thau at
other localities. However, in terms of fish si/e, popula-
tion structure, and apparent abundance Firth snapper
differ from those of the rest of the Hauraki Gulf
(unpublished data); further work to clarify these dif-
ferences is needed before a definitive statement on the
growth rate of Firth snapper can be made.

Further evidence of growth rate variation jn adult
Hauraki Gulf snapper is shown by the age determina-
tions (otolith ring count) of 198 snapper caught by
Danish seining in the inner Gulf during the spawning
season (F1g. 22). There is a wide spread of ages at
each length; a 30-cm fish could be from 5 to 15 years

old and a 35-cm f,sh from 8 to 34. In this sample
many fish older than 10 also showed difierences
between scale and otolith readings, the criterion used

above for slow-growing ("stunted") fish. These fish,
defined in this particular sample by an otolith-scale
leading difference of more than 20Vo and identified
separately in Fig. 22, do in fact have a slower growth
rate than the other fish.

In the original data there was also some evidence

of a bimodal length distribution at ages 9-11. The
smaller modes coincided with the growth curve pre-

viously established for Kawau Island fish. The larger
modes represent faster-growing flsh whose origin is
unknown; they may be fast-growing Firth of Thames
fish which moved out into the Gulf to spawn or they
may be fish from an area outside the Hauraki Gulf
which moved in to spawn.

Annual Variations in Adult Growth. The differ-
ences between scale and otolith ring counts suggest

that adult growth may decline or cease for some
years at certain localities. Differences between back-
calculated mean lengths and mean lengths at capture
(Table 2) could also be used to give evidence of this.

General Features of Snapper Growth
Although geographical and temporal variations in

the growth rate of snapper have been demonstrated,
all the available evidence (page 35, unpublished data,
Vooren and Coombs in press) suggests that the growth
rate of ûsh taken by trawl near Kawau Island is
representative of the snapper on the main Hauraki
Gulf trawling and Danish seining grounds. Neverthe-
less, because variations do occur, the growth section

in this paper does not conclude with quantitative
growth equations and parameters which can be used

as a basis for subsequent work on recruitment, yields,
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and mortalities. These must be calculated direotly
from appropriate samples obtained during such work.

The reasons fo¡ the variability in growth are prob-
ably the great diversity of habitats occupied by the
snapper and its longevity, both of which expose it to
a wide range of environmental conditions.

Comparison with Previously Published Grorvth Rates

The growth rates published by Cassie (1955) and
Longhurst (1958) were compared with the growth
rates obtained in this study (Fig. 23). Both were
based on smaller samples and covered fewer age
groups than were considered in this study. Cassie's
growth rate is faster than that from trawl-caught frsh
in this atudy, but if his curve was extended it would
agree fairly well with the faster growth curve of
Danish seine-caught fish. Longhurst's growth rate is
also faster, particularly for older fish.

There are four possible reasons for these differ-
ences:

l.Dlfierent interpretøtions of scale annuli. Long-
hurst's scales and original data are on file at the
Fisheries Research Division. f reread the scales
from the same criteria as those adopted in this
study and obtained virtually identical results to
those of Longhurst, which indic¿ted that this was
not the reason for the difference.

2. Suítabilíty of scøIes used. Many of the scales in
Cassie's and Longhurst's collections were small,
misshapen, and hard to read. Cassie's scales were
taken mostly from "immediately behind the head
and above the lateral line" (1956c, page 330), and
Longhurst's scales appeared to have come from a
similar area. Suibsequent work (Paul 1968a) sug-
gested that such scales would be unsuitable for age
reading. Additional material collected to examine
this point showed that scales from above the lateral
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line were less easy to read, owing to crortrded mar-
ginal annuli, than scales from below the line; more-
over some above-line scales from frsh older than
4 or 5 had fewer annuli. Thus, there is a strong
probability that Cassie and Longhurst both under-
estimated the age of their older fish by several
years.

3. Sampling faster-growing populatíonr. Theincreased
growth rate obtained by the authors referred to
might have been due to their sampling only the
faster-growing "populations" of Hauraki Gulf
snapper. However, as their unpublished records
show that their samples were obtai¡ed from the
same localities as those included in the present
study, where environmental conditions ìvere pre-
sumably also similar, this possibility is unlikely.

4. A change ín growth rate with time. -Ihere might
have been a real change in the growth rate of Hau-
raki Gulf snapper during the time interval between
the studies. Some slowing of adult growth about
1960 is suggested in this bulletin, but the data are

inadequate for a proper investigation of this possi-
bility.

Length-Weight and Age-Weight Relationships

Length-Weight Relationship. Many measurements
of fork length and total weight of adult snapper taken
from several regions were already on file at the
Fisheries Research Division, and additional juvenile
fish from the Hauraki Gulf were measured and
weighed in June 1968. These wore considered suffi-
cient to establish an overall length-weight relationship.

Trial log/log plots of these data gave an essentially
straight line. Calculated regressions for regional
groupings are listed in Table 8. As male and female
fish (Bay of Plenty sample) gave virtually identical
regression equations and Cassie (1957b) had also
found both sexes to be similar, the sexes wore com-
bined.

Samples of adult fish from east Northland, the Bay
of Plenty, and Tasman Bay gave very similar length-
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TABLE E: Iængth-weight relationships .of New Zealand
ilñp.t (iengfh in cm, weight in lb, as originally recorded) '

Size range

Locality (cm) No.

East
Northland 25-67 253

Hauraki Gulf 8-28 242
Bav of PlentY 19-57 201- Males:

F'emales:
Tasman Bay 29-71 84

Combined 8-:71 780

Regression

log W :2.9057 log L - 4.1877
log W :2.5595 log L - 3.7 082
logW:2.92401o9 L - 4.2069
logW:2.92631og L - 4.2082
log W:2.92401og L - 4.2058
log W :2.8931 log L - 4.1486
losW:2.7931 log L -4.0069

weight regressions (Table 8). A sample of juvenile
Hauraki Gulf fish was slightly different, but still suffi-
ciently similar to be grouped with the others. The
combined data gave the length-weight relationship:

log,¡W:2.793 log L-4.007 (cm,lb)
or log,oW:2.793 log L-4.35 (cm,kg)

For ease of reference the increase of fish weight with
Iength from these combined data is given in Table 9.

Age\Yeþht Relatíonship. Only a generalised age-
weight relationship (Fie. 2a) was obtained in this
study. The most rapid growth in weight occurs be-
tween the ages of 2 and 5, when a,bout 100 g is adcled
per year. In later years growth in weight is almost
linear, about 65 g being added per year.

Extrapolation of this growth curve to larger snap-
per, 40-60 cm in length and 7-20 kg in weight,
suggests surprisingly high ages (30-60 years) for
these fish. Several snapper of these ages were found,
but such fish were fairly uncommon in the Hauraki
Gulf trawl and Danish soine fishery (see Figs. 28-34).
They may have formed a greater proportion of the
commercial long line catch, which \ryas not examined
during this study, but is generally believed by fisher-

men to contain relatively more large fish than trawl
o¡'Danish seine catches. The larger size of line-caught
snapper is in fact apparent in a series of samples
measured 1n 1927-29 (see Fig. 27). Such larger fish
are now more common in other geographical areas
away from the Hauraki Gulf, particularly on the west
coast of the North Island.

Length Weight(cm) (lb) (ke)
10 0.06 0,03
11 0.08 0.04
12 0.10 0.05
13 0.13 0.06
14 0.16 0.o7
15 0.19 0.0916 0.23 0.10l7 0.27 0.1218 0.32 0.15t9 0.37 0.2020 0.43 0.202t 0.49 0.2222 0.56 0.2523 0.63 0.2824 0.'71 0.3225 0.79 0.3626 0.88 0.4027 0.98 0.4528 1.09 0.5029 1.20 0.5530 1.32 0.603t 1.44 0.6532 1.57 0.7133 1.7 I 0.7s34 1.86 0.8535 2.02 0.9236 2.t9 0.9937 2.36 1.07
38 2.54 1.16
39 213 1.24
40 2.93 1.33

Length Weight(cm) (lb)' (ke)
4t 3.t4 1.43
42 3.36 1.53
43 3.59 1.63
44 3.83 1.74
45 4.08 1.86
46 4.34 1.98
47 4.61 2.L0
48 4.89 2.22
49 5.r8 2.35
50 5.48 2.49
51 5.79 2.63
52 6.11 2.78
53 6.45 2.93
54 6.79 3.09
55 't.15 3.25
56 7.52 3,42
57 7.90 3.59
58 8.29 3.76
59 8.69 3.94
60 9.12 4.13
61 9.54 4.32
62 9.98 4.52
63 10.44 4.'t3
64 10.91 4.95
65 11.40 5.17
66 11.90 5.40
67 t2,41 5.64
68 12.93 5.88
69 13.47 6.12
70 14.02 6.36
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DISTRIBUTION, ABUNDANCE, AND SEASONAL MIGRATIONS

The snapper is the most common and widespread
species of demersal fish in the Hauraki Gulf. It was
taken at most trawl stations in this study, a,t depths of
from 4 to 155 m, but the numerical catch per hour-
the measurement on which the following account of
distribution and abundance is based-varied rather
widely, presumably with varying environmental con-
clitions (weather and sea conditions, time of day, tide,
and the like) and with the behaviour of the fish.
Nevertheless, suffìcient stations were worked during
each sampling period to show general trends in
regional and seasonal patterns of distribution and
abundance.

The age composition of f,sh ftom2 to 24 cmin each
sample was determined primarily by inspection of the
length-frequency modes, plus scale reading of sub-
samples where modes \ryere not conspicuous. They
comprised age groups 0* to 3f, with some small 4i
fish. Mature, adult fish, over 25 cm (and the legal size
limit of 10 in.), rwere grouped, though a wide range of
age groups was involved.

Figure 25 shows the distribution of the first four
age groups of snapper-several year classes combinecl

-in the Hauraki Gulf in 1964-66 at 6-monthly (sum-
mer and winter) intervals.

Figure 26 shows the numerical seasonal abundance
of adult and juvenile snapper (the latter separated
into age groups and year classes) at Kawau Island-
the in-shore station for which most data are available

-and at a combined group of adjacent off-shore
stations (25-65 m).

As explained below (page 45) the apparent increase
in abundance with age can be partly explained by
escape of smaller ûsh through the net mesh, but is
presumably also due to a gradual movement of
juveniles on to trawlable grounds.

O+ AGE GROUP

This age group \4/as observed to grow to 9-10 cm in
mean length by the end of antumn (May-June), cease
growth in winter, then resume growth in spring
(October-November') to reach ll-l2cm at the end
of the year (Fig. 10).

The smallest fish in this age group, 2-4 cm long,
were taken by beach seining with a fine-mesh net in
the shallow ha¡bours and bays of the south-west Gulf
in February and March 1966. Both here and in the
adjacent (but west coast) Manukau Harbour they
occurred in several habitats, from very turbid water
in muddy tidal creeks and bays, particularly near rock

or boulder outcrops or eeþass (Zostera) beds, to
lelatively clear coastal water above gravel and weed
beds at headlands and near-shore islands. They
appeared to be relatively more common in the shallow
harbours, but they were never taken in large numbers
?.t aîy locality, though the small net used flshed well
and caught plentiful quantities of other f,shes. Skin
clivers report seeing only occasional individuals or
small schools of juvenile snapper among the rocks
and weeds of the sea floor down to 50 m.

In March and April 1966 (late summer and early
autumn) the earliest occurrence of 5-10 cm snapper
in trawl catches was at the shallowest in-shore stations
(5-20 m) in the south-west Gulf. In mid-autumn
(May of both 1965 and 1966) considerable numbers
o1 5-I2cm snapper were trawled over a wider area,
extending out to 40 m (Fig. 25) and approximating
fhe area recognised by fishermen as "spawning
gtounds", but they were still most abundant in shore.

This distribution pattern coincides with the region
of Gulf coastline comprising shallow and sheltered
bays, harbours, and river mouths rather than a rocky
shore li¡e. It is supporting, though circumstantial,
evidence that these habitats comprise the first-summer
nursery grounds of juvenile snapper and that the
autumn appearance of small juveniles on adjacent
off-shore grounds represents a short seaward move-
ment as in-shore water temperatures fall, rather than
a descent f¡om mid water as a temperature inversion
(Paul 1968b) develops. However, more extensive
sampling in mid water near the spawning grounds,
and in very shallow water close in shore, will be
necessary to locate the habitat of the smallest 0*
snapper,

1+ AGE GROUP

This age group was observed to grow from 11 to
l2cm mean length in January, stay at 15 cm during
winter, and reach 16-17 cm in December (Fig. 10).

These 1* fish were widely distributed throughout
the Gulf and were most abundant in the shallow
south-western area in both summer and winter (Fig.
25). Their scarcity in the Firth of Thames in winter
may have indicated a movemsnt out of this shallow
area when water temperatu¡es were low.

During this study more 1* fish were caught at all
stations than were 0* fish (FLg. 26). The possibility
that this was due to variations in year class strength is
minimised by the combination of more than one year
class jn the data. Some of this is obviously due to a
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srîÃteÍ escape of the gh 3'8-cm

ir1¡".1 codlend mesh of Fig' 34

;ittríi" (1955) shows a theoreti-

*t-io-+oø escape of 10' er, against

nã*t.upe of 15-crn (1+) frsh' However, over twice as

;;rt 1+ as 0-l fish were caught at Kawau Island'

uJ äu"t six times as many at the combined off-shore

stations (Fig. 26) ' which indicates that there was a

.i"u¿V màvement of these small frsh on to the clear-

Uottom trawling grounds from some other habit¿t-
either the shallow bays and estuaries or the mid-water

environment mentioned above'

The sreatest abundance of 1* fish during the study

period ías in the shallow south-west Gulf'

2+ A.GE GROUP

This age group was observed to grow from 16-

17 cm mean length to 2l cm in a calendar year'

Figure 25 shows the continuing spread of juvenile

tnup!"t across the Gulf from the apparent centre of
abundance in the south-west'

A few of the larger fish of this age group had

apparentiy mature, though fairly small, gonads' Their
cõntr.ibutioo to the main spawning may have been

Slight, but they particþated in the presumed seasonal

miþations of spawning frsh from in shore to off shore.

A{ the in-shore station of Kawau Island the 2* fish

wêie more abundant in spring and summer than in
autumn and winter (Figs, 9 and 26) ' whereas at the
combined off-shore stations (Fig. 26) the reverse was

true.

3+ AGE GROUP

These fish were observed to grow from2l cm mean
length to about 25 cm in a calendar year.

They were widely distributed throughout the Gulf
and like the 2* fish were more abundant in shore in
summer and off shore in winter.

4+ AGE GROUP

This age group continued the seasonal in-shore and
off-shore movements of the two younger age groups
(1966 data in Fig. 26) and showed some concentra-
tion in the western Gulf in summer (Fig. 25).

JUVENILE FISH

Juveniles \ryere generally more abundant at the in-
shore station, where they predominated over adults in
all seasons except spring (Fig. 26). Their decline in
numbers in autumn and winter corresponfled to an
increase in numbers at the off-shore stations, which
suggests an off-shore winter migration of at least some
of these fish.

ADULT F'ISH

Snapper over 20 cm in length were generally more

abundant at the off-shore station, where there lYas no
clear indication of any seasonal change in abundance

, there was
5-35 cm in
9 and 26).
fish at the

ofl-shore stations suggests that the spring and early
sLlmmer concentrations of spawning snapper in the
south-western (and probably also the south-eastern)
Gulf are drawn not from the central Gulf, but from
a wider area beyond that adequately sampled during
this study.

Some indications of seasonal migrations of adult
fish can be shown in the commercial landing statistics
for Hauraki Gulf snapper (Paul 1974, in press), but
these are difficult to interpret because of various
economic factors also influencing the landings.

SNAPPER MOYEMENTS SHOTryN BY
TAGGING EXPERIMENTS

Previous tagging experiments on the snapper have
not generally been successful (Paul 1967), and only
small tagging projects have been done since then. The
general conclusions reached from all tagging work so

lar are that some parts of the Hauraki Gulf snapper
population are resident, that some frsh may migrate
seasonally but return to the same locality, and that
some fish may undergo migrations of over 60 km'
However, a large-scale taggrng programme on trawled
open-water snapper will be necessary before any clear
pattern of movement (if such exists) can be estab-

lished.
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POPULATION

PREVIOUS WORK

Hefford (1929) made the first assessment of the
size structure and possible age structure of Hauraki
Gulf snapper. His length-frequency data for fish
caught by the four main fishing methods (trawl,
Danish seine, long line, and set not) have been
replotted inFig. 27.Each size distribution was slightly
different, but all were unimodal, with the mode
between 30 and 35 cm; the most obvious features were
that the trawl-caught fish were on average slightly
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STRUCTURE

larger than those caught by Danish soine, that
caught fish were slightly larger again, and that
caught by set net covered a smaller range of sizes,
possibly because of mesh selection. Hefford provided
no information on loc¿lities, mesh sizes, whether or
not small fish had been discarded before sampling, or
the sampling methods thernselves; so his data can be
used to show only the general size distribution of
snapper landed into the Auckland markets at that
time. Hefford (1929, page 37) commented: "Taking
the results as a whole, we see that the bulk of the
catches consists of medium-sized snapper, the age of
which would appear to be not less than three years
and not more than four or five years. The graphs are,
in fact, typical of a fairly intensively fished ground, in
that they show that relatively young individuals are
providing the bulk of the produce." His comments on
the age composition, however, appear to be based on a
superfi cial examination of polymodal length-frequency
data, because on the same page he states: "There is
no means at present of ascertainring the age of snap-
per, but data obtained by the measurement of large
numbers of fish provide material for an approximate
indication as to age, and thus records of the lengths of
the fish comprising a representative sample afford in
practice a useful method of showing the relative age
composition of the sample." His values of 3 to 5 years
considerably underestimated the true position.

Cassie (1955) did not specifically comment on
population structure, but his Figs. 25 and 26, which
show the size distribution of snapper that were caught
during the studies on escape and which were plotted
beside the average growth rate, do imply that a con-
sideratble proporûion of the catch was over 5 years old.

It is noteworthy that Longhurst (1958), after com-
paring his and Hefford's data, commented that (page
492) " . . there is no indication that significantly
larger fish were being taken in this area thirty years
ago".

PRESENT STUDY

Age determinations obtained during the present
study were considered sufficiently reliable to allow
conversion of some length-frequency data into age-
frequency distributions. The variability of growth
rates even within the Hauraki Gulf, and the possi-
bility that several different populations or stocks of
snapper exist (page 35), precludes the use of general-
ised age-length keys. The use of such keys must be

line-
tsh
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o
C
o
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Data arc from Hefford (1929, Table 7); the original
measurements in centimetres have been grouped into
2-cm units.
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restricted to the actual catch of f,sh from which the

;;;i" was taken for ageing' In addition, because of

inaåuracies of scale reading only fish up to 10-l can

safely be assigned to year classes. Older fish, unless

thoii otoliths have been read, must be grouped as 11

and older.

Iængth-frequencY Distributions
The Fisheries Research Division has collected data

on the size distribution of trawl-caught Hauraki Gulf
snapper in most years since its research vessel lkatere
began working in 1948 (Figs. 28 and 29). The fish

were caught during different research programmes,

and the gear used included many mesh sizes, from a
12J-cm (5-in.) single manila cod-end fo a 2.5-cm
(l-in.) synthetic cod-end finer. It would be impractical
to try to apply corrections to each haul to reduce it to
that which theoretically would have been taken by a
net of standard mesh. It would also be unrealistic to
consider only those samples taken by one particular
mesh size, as this would eliminate many years' data
whichever size was chosen. Consequently, the smaller
sizes of fish are inconsistently represented in the histo-
grams in Figs. 28 and29.

Cassie's data on escape (1955, Fig. 34) show that
50Vo of 9i-in. (24.1-cm) snapper and 807o of 10-in.
(25.4-cm) snapper are retained by a A-in. (10.2-cm)
mesh. The legal size limit for snapper is 10 in.
(25.4cm), and this is also the approximate size
reached during the first signitcant spawning (see page
25). The vertical line at l}in. (25.4 cm) in these
and some subsequent ûgures thus separates juvenile,
inadequately sampled snapper from adult fish, most
of which would have been retained by the rnesh size
used. The vertical height of the histograms is naturally
influenced by the propor'tion of small fish in the catch
(hence by the mesh size), but the right-hand side of
each histogram and the presence of modes above
25 cm are a good measure of the adult snapper
caught.

The length-frequency distributions varied consider-
ably from year to year. Some of the variations un-
doubtedly depended more on geographical difierences
in sampling intensity than on annual changes in
population structure. The large number of juvenile
snapper in the repre_
sented increase
grounds during H:i
Nevertheless, so scame
apparent even in this rather generalised presentation
of data. The most obvious was an increase in the
principal modal length from about 25 cm in 1964_65
to about 31cm in 1971, apparent in both the inner
and outer Gulf samples. This could have been caused

by the slow growth of one or more dominant year
classes produced in the early 1960s, a possibility
examined in more deta.il below. The appearance of a
new mode at20-21cm in 1970 indicates the appear-
ance of a later abundant year class. Similar temporal
shifts in modal lengths occur in other sectiohs of these
figures, which suggests the presence of earlisr domi-
nant year classes; for example, in the inner Gulf the
rnovement of a mode past 25 cm in the late 1950s
might represent an abundant year class spawned in
the mid 1950s.

The right-hand sides of the histograms are similar'
to each other and also to the histogram of trawl-
caught snapper measured by Hefford in the la,te 1920s
(Fig. 27), which confirms Longhurst's observation
(1958, page 492) that there has been no long-term
change in the relative abundance in the catch of
medium-sized and large flsh. In most years there is
a slight tendency for more larger snapper to be caught
in the outer Gulf, the IVo level being reached at 50 cm
compared with 45 cm in the inner Gulf.

The size range of snapper caught by Danish seine

vessels in 1969-71 (Fig. 30) was broadly similar to
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Fig. 30: Length-frêquency distributions of Danish seine-
caught snapper from the inner Hauraki Gúfl1969-71.
The 1969 sample was measured jn a flsh shed, and
some of the srnaller (under 25 cm) and larger (over
40 cm) flsh may have been sorted out. The 1970
sample came from 8 catches, measured at sea, and the
1971 sample from 14 catches, measured at sea. The
vertical line is generalised at 25 cm, approximately
equivalent to the legal size limit of 10 in.
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that of fish sampled by Hefford in 1927-29 (Fig. 27),
with no sþificant change in average size.

No comparable recent samples have been obtained
for snapper caught by long line or sot net. These com-
prise only some I}-ISVo of total Gulf catches, and
because they are landed in small quantities by about
200 small boats working 1- or 2-day trþs out of
numerous small harbours and bays around the Gulf,
they could not be properly sampled during the present
study.

A ge-frequency Distributi ons

Tlawl-caught Snapper. Although the high propor-
tion of juveniles in the 1964 data (F;g, 28) is due
largely to increased sampling on nursery grounds with

as" (9,

3 ond.
g eorlier

a small-mesh cod-end liner, other samples measured in
the Auckland fish sheds (Fig. 31), where considerable
sorting and rejection of "under-sized" fish had already
occurred, also show a dominant mode of small snap-
per at 26-27 cm (4-year-olds, the 1960 year class).
T'his modal value was probably artiûoially high, many
of the smaller 4-year-old fish boing lost through
escaping through the net and by rejection as under-
sized by the fishermen. However, fish older than 10
years made up 35/o of the sample by numbers and
aboú 50/o by weight, which showed that the trawl
fishery-at least during early l964-did not depend
on a fairly small numbor of age groups, as might have
been assumed from the length-frequency distribution
alone.
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Fig, 32: Length-f quency distribu-
tions of Danish anded by a com-
mercial vessel 1r November 1969.
The catch u'as measured in a fish shed. where some of
the smaller (under 25 cm) and larger (over 40 cm) fish
may have been sorted out. The vertical line is at
25.4 cm, equivalent to the legal size limit of 10 in. The
age-frequency distribution was calculated from the
l-ength-fr.equency distribution via an age-length key (54
fish aged by scale reading). The flgures in parentheies
are percentage weights, calculated from the ageJength
key and length-weight relationship.
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numerically abundant but comprising less than half
the weight of the catch.

Danish Seine-caught Snapper. Some data are avail-
able on the age composition of Danish seine snapper
c¿tches in 1969, 1970, and 1971 (Figs. 32-34). The
size ranges of snapper in trawl and Danish seine
c¿tches were sirnilar (see Figs. 28, 29, and 31), but
Danish seiners caught fewer sma{l (20-25 cm) fish,
presumably because of their larger mesh size-
12.7 cm (5in.), compared with 11.4cm (4!in.).

TheDanish seine sampleswere collected to examine
a specific point: the size and age composition of the

20
I

r950

Fig. 33: Length-frequengy an!.age-frequency distri'butions of a sample from one Danish seine snapper catch from The
Noises islands area, Hauraki Gulf, October 1970. The sample is rãndom from the catch. The verticäl line is at 25.4 cm,

it of 1Q in. The age-frequency distribution was calculated from the length-frequency distri-
(198 fish aged by otolith reading). The figures in parentheses are-percenfage weights,
key and length-weight relationship. Fish older than 10 years comprise 60% by nurnbers and

Unfortunately, the total length-frequency samples
for trawl-caught fish from previous and subsequent
years (Figs.28 and 29) cannot be converted to age-
frequency distributions v,ia age-length keys, because
the scale samples obta,ined do not cover the possi-
bility that several stocks with differing growth rates
and age compositions were sampled at different times
throughourt the year. It can only be postulated, from
the essential similarity of the right-hand sides of most

upper
years

roups,
being

(9.s)
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lzrrge catches of snapper taken by this fishing method
each spring and early summer (October to January).
A popular belief among fishermen is that the fish
which apparently school at this time of year belong
to a distinct "tace" of snapper which enters the Gulf
from outside waters for spawning purposes only
(Cassie 1956b). They are usually described by fisher-
men as being of uniform size, silvery with a bright
reddish tinge, and with almost unworn teeth; fish of
this description do certainly occur in many Danish
seine catches and some trawl catches (personal
observation). Longhurst (1958, page 492) suggested
that they may not, in fact, be an aggregation
of a relatively few year classes from the Gulf area to
spawn, but may represent an onshore migration of
a population [from deeper water outside the
Gulfl".

The 1969 sample (Fig. 32) did comprise a fairly
small size lange of fish, and though the sample size
was small, the size range and modal size closely ap-
proximated those of the large sample of Danish seine
fìsh measuled by Hefford n 1927-29 (Fig. 27) and
nrany of the trawl-caught samples in Figs. 28 and29.
The age-frequency distributions showed 7-year-old
fish, the 1962 year class, to be dominant, being 39Vo

by numbers and 347o by weight of the sample. Fish
older than 10 years made up only 12/o by numbers
and 21/o by weight.

The 1970 sample (Fig. 33) was co'mpletely different.
There was a wide size range of fish, with a predomin-
ance of fairly large (over 35 cm) fish; such catches of
so-called "large schoolers" are (according to fisher-
men) sometimes made during the season of peak
snapper abundance. The age-frequency data showed
a very wide range of ages, from 3 to 36 years. Thele
were several clearly defined year classes. -|he 1962
and 1960 yeal classes were about equally abundant,
each comprising about lWo by numbers and 9/o by
weight of the sample. There were several year classes
spawned about the mid 1950s which were also abun-
dant; the 1955 year class was nominally dominant in
this group, but otolith reading is not sufficiently
accurate at these ages (13-17 years) to guarantee the
ages closer than -l- 1 year. By the same division nsed
before, fish older than 10 years made up 60/o of the
catch by numbers and 73Vo by weight, which was
almost the reverse of the 1969 sample.

The 1911 samples were different again (Fig. 3a).
The siåe distribution of sample A was bimodal, with
a small size group af 26 cm predominating. Scale
reading showed this size group to be the 1968 year
olass, comprising 44/o by numbers and 27/6 by

Oo.@NO\OO\ O\ O\
5 ond
$ ecrlier

Fig.34: Length-frequency distributions of snapper sam-

lles 1.o- iwo Danish seine catches (A and B) from
Îhe Hauraki Gulf, October 1971; samples are random
from the catches. The vertical line is at 25.4 cm, equiva-
lent to the legal size
tribution of sample
reading) is shown at
are percentage r"eigh
key and length-weigh

weight of the sample. The age structure of the larger'

mode could not be determined by scale reading,

because most fish 33 cm and larger were 11 years and

older.

A second sample (B), from the same cruise btlt a

different locality, was measured but not sampled for
age. Although also bimodal, this sample difiered con-

siderably in the position of both modes, and it is

probable that different year classes-perhaps includ-

ing some which were poorly represented in sample A

-Ìvere involved.

The results clearly show the variability of the com-

rnercial Danish seite catches and demonstrate that
tbough dom'inant year classes do occur, their contribu-
tion by woight up to age l0 is generally overshadowed
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Fi v.ari.ations in year class strength sampled}rin-g_ spawning seas:n). Tñe sed as dfor November.-and Deóember, Zealandyear classes are not properly re because

b_v the high proportion of older.fish jn the catch. Frorn
the available data the year classes which appear to be
dominant are 1968,1962, and 1960, plus sèveral from
the mid 1950s.

Relationship between year Class Strength and
Spawning Season Temperatures

Water temper.atures are sumciently related to air
tenperatures in the Hauraki Gulf (Cassie 1956b,
cle Lisle 1965, Paul 1968b) for rhe latter. to indicare
annual variations in in-shor-e hydrological conditions.

In Fig. 35 the mean air temperatures in Auckland
City fol November and December (late spr.ing, the
¡æak spawning season) have been expressed as differ_
ences from the long-term mean for those months. The
1940s, with the exception of 1943, had cold springs.
The 1950s generally had warm springs, partiõulaily
1954, 1958, and 1959. The 1960s w"." vuiiable. with

:ieylvarm springs in l96l and 1969 and cold springs
in1963-66 and 1968.

lng season temperatures and the strength of the result_
ìn¡e year classes. There was good agrãement between

be compared with spawning temperatures.
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DISCUSSION

The snapper occupies most marine habitats of the
Hauraki Gulf, from deep water (150m) near the
shelf edge to rocky shore lines and shallow tidal inlets'
It is long lived; 30- to 5O-year-old fish are not uncom-
mon. Despite a commercial fishery which takes about
3000 to 6000 tonnes annually, and an intensive but
unmeasured sport ûshery, snapper have remained
common within the Hauraki Gulf. Much of the snap-

per's "success" must be its ability to exploit a wide
range of habitats and take a wide variety of food
organisms. Feeding studies (Powell 1937, Godfriaux
1969,1970, Colman 1972) have shown the snapper to
be a predatory carnivore, taking whatever food was

locally most abundant and capable of being crushed
in its strong jaws.

The growth rate of snapper is slow and variable.
The variability may also be linked to feeding, as

growth is fastest-for both juveniles and adults-in
shallow areas, where water temperatures are warmest
and the abundance and/or quality of prey organisms
likely to be highest.

These variations in growth warrant further stucly,
for apart from reflecting differences in feeding and
environmental conditions, they might reveal the exist-
ence of more than one identifiable "stock" of snapper
in the Hauraki Gulf area.

Variations in year class strength must influence the
large commercial ûshery for snapper on the Hauraki
Gulf and adjacent grounds. This fishery, in its entirety
wo¡th several million dollars a yeaî, is the mainstay of
tho Auckland industry.

Prediction of future yields will depend on an under-
standing of three faotors: (1) short-term changes in
fish behaviotrr, (2) longer-term changes in stock
density resulting from overall flshing pressure, and
(3) the effects of poor year classes.

There are two aspects to the question of variable
year classes. Firstly, how sign^ificant are such varia-
tions? With a wide spread of age groups and a high
proportion of older snapper in the f,shable population
the effeots of two or three year class failures could be
mjnimal. In such a contingency the state of older
members of the population would be important in the
maintenance of the fishery. Secondly, what causes

year class var,iations? Is there any relationship with
the size of the parent stock, or-as appears more
liliely-can variations be linked with environmental
parameters? Temperature is the most obvious and
easily measured, but its effects could be indirect. The

apparent relationship between warm springs and
stlong year classes suggested by this stuúy requires
rigorous investigation. Variable features of the en'
vironment other than temperature must also be inves-
tigated.

The factors influencing year class strength will prob-
zLbly be related to some aspect of spawning and sub-
sequent larval and early juvenile development. The
general outline of snapper reproduct'ion is known
(Cassie I956a, 1956b, I957a, 1960), but information
on optimal conditions for gonad maturation, spawn'
ing behaviour, egg survival, hatching, and larval
development and the subsequent survival of larvae
and early juveniles is lacking. At some future time the
snapper may be considered for marine fish farm,ing in
warm shallow bays in northern New Zealand (being
similar to the red sea bream Chrysophrys major,
already successfuLly farmed in Japan), when informa-
tion on its early life rr-istory will become especially
important.

Studies on the relationship between population age

structures and commercial flshing success will depend
on identifrcation of year classes in regular samples of
fish taken from the commercial catch or landings by
all major fishing methods. Age determination by scale

and otolith reading, as outlined in this bulletin, should
provide adequate results, but there are aspects of both
methods which require clarification before older fish
can be aged with precision. In parûicular, the cycle of
ring formation in otoliths should be closely examined;
tecent work on other species of fish (for example,
Reay 1972) shows that this topic is complex and
controversial and has considerable implications for
precise age and growth work.

One of the most important unresolved problems in
snapper research is the question of how many "stocks"
or "populations" of snapper inhabit the Haurak'i
Gulf. They are not separable by morphological or
meristic features (Cassie 1956b, page 310, J. A.
Colman pers. comm.), but they migþt be identifiable
from differences il age composition or, as noted
above, growth rate. The phenomenon of "school
snapper"-the presence of large concentrations of
apparently schooling fish in certain parts of the
Hauraki Gulf during the spring and early summer
spawning season-must be examined in this context.
Are they resident Gulf flsh which adopt a brighter
coloration and different patterns of behaviour during
the spawning period? Or are they snapper which
migrate into the Gulf only for spawning purposes and
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comprise a separate "stock" of fish normally rosident
elsewhere? Large areas of rough, untrawlable, and
somewhat unexplored sea bed exist north and north-
west of the Hauraki Gulf, from Great Barrier Island
to Cape Brstt, which, lying in the warm East North-
land Current, 'would theoretically provide an ideal
habitat for snapper. These possibilities are not mutu-
ally exclusive. "School snapper" may comprise fish
from the Hauraki Gulf, ¿rs well as from grounds out-
side the Gulf, the latter group entering the Gulf only
in spring in search of a suitable spawning area.

The significance of the possibility that more than
one stoclc of snapper can be fished within the Hauraki
Gulf is that measurements of natural and fishing mor-
tality, reactions to fishing pressure, and the Jike
become complicated. For example, a resident Gulf
stock may become severely overfished while an immi-
grant spawning stock remains only lightly fished;
subsequent management procedures would need to
recognise this. The existence of a separate "spawning
stock" would also have to be taken into account in
studies on spawning and variations in year class
strength.

"School snapper" are sought by fishermen because
of their abundance and their good, fat condition.
Other groups of snapper, however, cause problems by

their abundance. Fish in their third and fourth years
oi life are slightly smaller than the legal size limit of
lòin. (25.4 cm), but occur in considerable numbers
on some of the main, trawling and seining grounds,
particularly when the year classes involved are strong
ones. Many are taken in trawl and seine nets and are
dead when returned to the water. The 10-in. size lirnit
\vas sot arbitrarily as a convenient size for measure-
ment and so the problem is not simply that of deter-
mining the correct mesh size for the proper escape of
these "under-sized" fish. The first requirement is to
cletermine the correct size at which snapper should be
exploited. Moreover the small snapper problem cannot
be resolved by excluding seiners and/or trawlers from
nursery grounds, because the distribution of these
smaller fish is widespread and variable and overlaps
the distribution of larger fish. The seasonal movements
of these fish include an in-shore/off-shore component,
but they are not well understood.

This study, in common with most studies of com-
mercially exploited marine species, was oriented to-
wards r-rnderstanding some of those aspects of the
snapper's biology which are important to the rational
management of its dependent fishery. The work has

shown that the species is common and long lived and
tl:rat many features of its life history are variable.
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SUMMARY

soPhrYS auratus (Forster, 1801)
most common in northern New
ers, where it is a major com-

ponent of commercial trawl catches' The Hauraki
GLrlf is the most important snapper fishing ground,

and Auckland is the major port for catch landings.

This study was directed towards obtaining mole
reliable information on the growth rate of snapper,

the age composition of the Hauraki Gulf snapper

stock, and some understanding of biological factors
responsible for the fluctuating landings at Auckland.

Material was o'Ldained from a small research trawler
and commercial trawl and Danish seine catches'

Growth rate was determined by length-frequency
analysis, scale reading, and otolith reading'

Length-frequency analysis showed mean lengths at
the end of each of the first 4 years of life to be 11'

16, 20, and 24-25 cm respectively. Most growth
occurred during summer and early autumn' Scale

annuli in juvenile fish were clear and could be easily
counted. They formed during winter and became

visible when growth resumed in the following spring.
The annuli of adult fish became visible a few months
later, in summer or autumn. Scales with more than 10

annuli were difficult to read because of close crowding
of annuli at the scale edge.

A nomograph was developed to facilitate back cal-
culating fish growth from scale reading measurements.

Otoliths, read from a polished and burnt cross sec-

tion, agreed with scale reading and length-frequency
interpretations of age, though otoliths from fish older

than 10 years usually had more rings than there were

annuli on the scales, which suggests that somatic
growth (as represented by scale growth) could decline
or cease in later years.

Some variation in growth was found in juveniles and
adults. Faster growth occurred in shallow, sheltered

water, and there was some indication of more than
one "population" or "stock" occurring. The growth
rate determined during this study was considerably
slower than that described by earlier workers. The
increase of weight with length and age is described.

Small juveniles inhabited shallow bays and har-
bours, and larger juveniles were found jn progres'
sively deeper water. There was an off-shore movement
in winter which became more distinct with the attain-
ment of sexual maturity.

The distribution and migration of adult fish were

complex. More than one "population" or "stock" of
snapper may have been present during the sampling
period.

The age composition of the commeroially exploited
"stock" varied annually. In most years the majority
of fish, and the bulk by weight, were more than 10

years old. In l97I the strong 1968 year class appeared
in the peak seasonal landings by Danish seiners. Other
strong year classes were detected in Danish seine
ca.tches of "schooling snapper"; these included the
1962 and 1960 year classes and one or more from the
nid 1950s. These strong year classes were spawned

during warmer-than-average springs. Variations in
year class strength are one factor influencing the com'
mercial landings at Auckland.
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